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Prindpal Investigator: Jorge Nocedal

(Grant No. DE-FG02-S7ER25047-A001)

•TMsis a request for a continuation of this three-year grant. The research has
proceeded as plamnned. The_'e is no change in the scope of the project nor in the
proposed budget for the coming year.

1. Report of Technical Progress.
We have developed and tested optimization algorithms capable of solving noa-

linear problems with thousands of variables. The main focus of our research was

the limited memory BFGS method (L-BFGS), proposed by the pHndpal investigor
in 1980 and re-defined an improved in 1989. This method is considerably faster
than conjugate gradient methods, and is capable of solving very large problenm
(possibly with as many as 108 variables). Its speed is due to the use of a low-
storage dynamic preconditioner based on the BFGS update formula, and clue to am
automatic scaling technique. Our L-BFGS code has been distributed widely and is
now being used, for example, to solve problems in meteorology and oceanography.

We have studied the performance of the L-BFGS method on the Alliant FX/8
at Argonne Na_ional Laboratory, using problems with up to 50,000 variables. The
computationally intensive part of the method is the computation of the search di-
rection, which is obtained by a recursive algorithm that exploits the symmetry of
the BFGS update. This recursion is optimal in a sequential machine !reducing
the cost by almost 50%), and it is important to study its performance on a par-
allel machine. The implementation described in Ill gave quite satisfactory results.
Even though significant memory management problems were observed for large
test problems, we obtained an execution rate of 13 mega_iops, using 8 processors.

The main application area considered during the last year was the sim'_la.tion of
transonic flow around am airplane wing. A nonlinear least squares formu]a_ ion of the
problem, with 461 degrees of freedom, was solved using the L-BFG$ method. The
method was substantially faster than the code of Buckley-LeNir and the CONMIN

code of $hanno-Phua. Two other application problems have been prepared for
future testing; one is a problem in meteorology and the other in crystallography.

Another attractive method for solving large optimization problems i_ the dis-
crete Newton method, in which Hessian-vector products are approxL-nated by finite
differences of gradients. We studied the relative performance of such a me_hod with
respect to that of the L-BFGS method [2]. It appears that L-BFGS is more efficient
in the types of problems tha_ arise more frequently in practice, and that the cost
of additional gradient evaluations in the discrete New_on method does not pay off.
We have concluded from this study that the best approaches curr_mtly available
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for solving large problems are: (i) Newton methods with soarse matrix techniques:
(ii) the partitioned quasi-New, on method of Griewank a_n_t Toint; (iii) the limited
memory L-BFGS method.

An open question since the early 1970s is whether the popular BFGS method is

in fact the best variable metric method for optimization. Many recent studies have

shown that the BFGS method has some excellent theoretical properties. (which

are missing from the DFP method, for example). There arealso good reasons

for assuming that the best va¢iable metric method belongs to the linear class of

Broyden methods. This class, which depends on a parameter _, contains the BFGS

and DFP (which are obtained by setting ¢ = 0 and @ = 1, respectively). An

analysis of the Broyden class suggests that iT,may advantageous to let the parameter

become negative, at least in some iterations. W'e have analyzed this strategy [3],
aad found that using negative values of a_can lead to a deterioration in the'rate of

convergence. In particular we showed that for some apparently natural strategies
for choosing 8 < 0, superlinear convergence is lost. Our work shows that much care

is required when implementing such strategies. Nevertheless, we were able to show

that it is possible to always use a ne._ative value for the parameter o and retain

the good properties of BF'GS, but the rule for finding o is difficult to implement
in practice. A numerical investigation of severai new methods showed that an

improvement over BFGS is possible, but is not likelv to be dramatic. The analysis

_ven in [3] suggests that a significantly be:ter method than BFGS may not e.'dsts,

within the Brodyen class. The analysis Mso pro'.'ides several new general results
on convergence and ra.re _f convergence of variable metric methods.

2. Research Plans for the Coming Year.

We are currently investigating the use of full-:'ank dynamic scaling techniques

for large scaie optimization problems. The idea is based on the column scaling
technique developed by Powell for linear!v ¢onszrained problems. It consists of

updating a factorization of the inverse Hes'si_.n a_Droximation: P_-_ = Z_Z T, and

controlling the size of the columns of Z. T'_e fir-_-_column of Z is guaranteed to

have the correct size, because a.n or:hogonai ro_-_ion is used to pre-process the
Hessian approximation, and rh.is pre-proc_sing ensures rha_ the size of the first

column equals the average curvature detected during the iteration. For the rest of

the columns, the strategy is to increase them in size (scale them up) if they are
smallcompared _o the firstcolumn.

An analysisofthisscalingtechniquereveaied"hatitisincomr_iete,and we pro-
pose and algorithm that sometimes scales the columns up, and sometimes scales

them down. We have shown that this Mgo:'i_hm is globally convergent on cove×

problems, and we arecurrentlv investigatin_ whether it e=iovs a superlinear ra_e
of convergence. Our nrst numerical tests with this strategy were remarkable: for



• ill-conditoned problems, and for problerrm with _ poor estimate of the Hessian

t approximation, the new method accelarates convergence dramatically, typically
, - cutting the amount of work by .50%. The ideas therefore hold much promise and

will be useful both for medium size problems a,s weil as for large scale optimization.
a

We will develop a BFGS code with this strate_y, aimed at small and medium-size
problems. We believe that this will be the most efficient BFGS code in existence.
We also intend to study how to use this automatic column scaling technique in the
context of a limited memory method for large problems. The extension is not sim-
ple, but we belie-e that it will result in a substantial improvement of performance.
Graduate student Marucha Lalee has done a significant part of this research, and
will participate on all aspects of this work.

The main application areas we will consider in the coming year are meteorolo_v
and oceanography. The four-dimensional assimilation approach in meteorology
requires effective nonlinear optimization codes. To determine the best approach we
will study the formulation of the problem and the characteristics of the function
and gradient. It is possible that new optimization techniques wilt be required to
effectively exploit the structure of she problem. We will also solve problems in
oceanography, involving hundreds of thousands of variables, which are currently
being solved by simple conjugate gradient techniques. For these problems it is
important to be able to handle upper and lower bounds in the variables- a subject
that we plan to address during the next veaz.

The theory of conjugate gradient methods for Linear systems of equations is
elegant and complete. It is therefore surprising that not much is "known about
the theoretical properties of nonlinear conjugate gradient methods. This lack of
knowledge is well illustrated by the Pola$:-Pdbiere method, which is considered to
be the most effecti;:e nonlinear conjugate gradient method in practice, but which
is known to be capable of failing on non-convex problems. On the other hand,
the Fletcher-Reeves method, which does not perform very well in practice, is the
only conjugate gradient method with satisfactory global convergence results. We
intend to advance the theory of nonlinear conjugate gradient methods, and in so
doing we expect to find an implementation that is supe':ior to the ones known to
date. It is true that, in th,_.ir present form, conjugate gradient methods are not
competitive with the L-BFGS method when solving large problems. However we
believe that conjugate gradient methods have not been properly implemented so
far, and that their full potential needs to be assessed. This topic is important:
conjugate gradient methods require very low storage, and vec_orize and Darallelize
well. If their convergence rate and robustness could be improved, they would be
very attractive when solving extremely large problems. We have begun by showing
that several modifications of the Poiak-Pdbiere method, which in some sense can

be interpreted as simple restarting techniques along directions different from the
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gradient, give rise to superhnear convergence. The analysis has highlighted an issue

/ that appears to have been neglected in the literature, and which is crucial, namely

. ' . the conditions that need to be imposed in the line search to ensure that descent
directions are always generated.

J We have found this line search condition, and it fits perfectly with the conver-

gence theory. It is also easily implemented by modifyng a fine search a!gorithra,
such as the one developed by Mor_, which enforces the Wolfe conditions. We have

found that nonkiner conjugate gradient methods fall into two categories, which

we will characterize precisely in a forthcoming paper [4]; one them contains the
Fletcher-Reeves method, and the other the Polak-R.ibiere method. It is clear to us

that a subset of the second class contains the most valuable methods. Preliminary

numerical tests show that all the new methods outperform the existing conjugate
gradient methods. The search for a method with all the desirable theoretical and

numerical properties is under way.
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